


Why are we changing the curriculum?
• First of all here’s a film that sets the tone for this presentation.

• www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jEaastz224&t=14s

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jEaastz224&t=14s


What were the key recommendations 
from Successful Futures?

• Four purposes of the curriculum.

• Six areas of learning and experience.

• Three cross-curricular responsibilities.

• Progression steps at ages 5, 8, 11, 14 and 16.

• Achievement outcomes.

• Refocusing assessment on learning, including learners’ self-

and peer-assessment.

• Monitoring performance of the system at a national 

level through annual sampling.



The purpose of the new curriculum is to 
support our children and young people to be:

• ambitious, capable learners, ready to learn throughout 

their lives

• enterprising, creative contributors, ready to play a full 

part in life and work

• ethical, informed citizens of Wales and the world

• healthy, confident individuals, ready to lead fulfilling lives 

as valued members of society.



Our new curriculum is:

•a purpose-led curriculum – the four purposes are the 

heart of curriculum development at a national and local level

•organised as a continuum of learning from ages 3 to 16 –

all children and young people will make progress along the same 

continuum

•organised around progression steps, articulated as 

achievement outcomes

•inclusive of the three cross-curricular responsibilities

•the basis for thinking of the 14–16 phase, qualifications and 

beyond.



Creating the curriculum for the pupils at 
St David’s Catholic Primary:      

• Create a curriculum which is explored, developed, enacted and 

in a constant state of review, evaluation and improvement –

which meets the needs of all pupils.



Progression (of learning)

• Progression should be described along a continuum of learning 

in each area of learning and experience.

• It is formative and involves the learner actively in the process.

• Curriculum, assessment and pedagogy are seen as parts of an 

integrated whole.

• Progression of learning is described through achievement 

outcomes at five steps on the continuum.

• Progression steps relate broadly to expectations at 

ages 5, 8, 11, 14 and 16. 



Areas of learning and experience

Each area of learning and experience is organised into a suite of what 

matters statements which prioritise the important concepts about which 

learners must have experiences, knowledge and skills. 

Expressive Arts

Humanities

Health and Well-being

Science and Technology

Mathematics and Numeracy

Languages, Literacy and Communication



The key pedagogy underpinning the new curriculum is rooted in
the Foundation Phase.

Foundation Phase has been a statutory curriculum since 2010. It

encourages children to be creative and imaginative, and makes

learning more enjoyable and effective.

Foundation Phase





* After an engagement activity the children

suggest ideas about what they want to learn.

These are then placed into one of the six
areas of learning.

* Children also plan their challenges and this

is added onto the Challenge planner. You can

clearly see the challenges the children have

planned on our planner.

EPIC Planning





Key Stage 2 - Quests
Quests are based on the 'Successful Futures' pedagogy and 6 Areas 

of Learning. They clearly follow on from the principles and pedagogy 

of the Foundation Phase.

At the start of every term through a thematic approach, children are 

asked what they would like to develop and find out in their learning 

(EPIC). Skills and activities are then generated by pupils and by the 

teacher (guided/ taught). In order to plan the challenges at different 

levels we use different colours chilli:

Red (hot chilli) - This stretched MAT/ HA ability pupils

Yellow (spicy chilli) - Those working at their level and need further 

consolidation of skills.

Green (mild chilli) – Those working below expected target and need 

support and reinforcement of skills.



Literacy, numeracy and DCF are woven through the quests.



What has St David's Catholic Primary School done so far?

• Various in-house meetings with staff to look at the new curriculum.

• Teacher's attending courses/networking meetings to discuss the Areas of 

Learning, What Matter Statements and Achievement outcomes. Disseminated 

information to staff.
• Identified staff that will lead/support an Area of Learning.
• Identified what projects, themes, subjects and activities we currently do and link to the 

Four Core Purposes.
• Assemblies on children's understanding of the core purposes.
• Whole staff audit of the four core purposes.

• Identified areas within the core purposes that need to be a priority:
❖ Ambitious and Capable Learners - Bilingualism
❖ Enterprising and Creative Contributors - Children take measured risks (Learning 

Powers).
❖ Healthy and Confident Individuals - Children have the skills and knowledge to manage 

everyday life as independently as they can (EPIC/ rich tasks/ projects/ SRE)
❖ Ethical Informed Citizen of Wales and The World - Children find, evaluate and use 

evidence in forming views (history, environmental and current issues, people who have 
influenced the world, Jesuit Profile)



Our Next Steps
• INSET day 2nd September – auditing the 12 pedagogical principles
• Identifying leaders of learning (Children)
• HT and SLT to plan whole school approach to the implementation of 

Successful Futures
• Areas of Learning to develop 'Action Plans' and teams
• Meet with designated governors
• Plan with children and all stakeholders the way forward!
• Develop teaching and learning plans.
• Evaluate and adjust as the new curriculum develops.



Feedback exercise for the curriculum

The curriculum will available online for feedback until 19 July.

The purpose of the feedback exercise to:

•understand the profession’s perceptions

•inform refinements – the next stage of development.

For consideration during feedback: The wording and 

components of the areas of learning and experience.

Not for consideration during feedback: The model and elements 

of the areas of learning and experience.

Engagement events will take place regionally throughout summer 

term.



Thank you 
for listening.



What can you do now?

Share this presentation with your colleagues –

begin the discussion.

Curriculum hwb.gov.wales

Follow the Curriculum for 
Wales blog

https://curriculumforwales.gov.wales

‘Education is changing’
website

https://beta.gov.wales/education-changing

Preparing for the Curriculum 

-presentations and resources

https://gov.wales/preparing-new-curriculum

https://hwb.gov.wales/
https://curriculumforwales.gov.wales/
https://beta.gov.wales/education-changing
https://gov.wales/preparing-new-curriculum

